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Who am I?



Who am I?



What will I talk about?

❖ Education and academic careers

❖ My own experiments with teaching innovations

❖ Utrecht Eduction Fund projects

❖ Research on technology for feedback



Education and academic careers



Director of education (2007 - 2010)



Teaching fellow (2011 - 2013)



Chairman Bama 3.0 advisory committee

❖ Jaarrooster 

❖ Matching, selectie en  
begeleiding 

❖ Verbreding/flexibilisering  
eerste jaar 

❖ Didactiek & toetsing 

❖ Honoursprogramma’s 

❖ Professionele ontwikkeling en carrière in onderwijs 



Academic careers: UU Policy



Performance in education



What are the possibilities?
❖ Contribute to one of the teaching-related communities

❖ Further invest in education related development

❖ Perform leadership tasks in education



Experiments with  
teaching innovations



Why?
❖ Improve learning (our work)

❖ How do we know what improves learning?

❖ It isn’t necessarily what the students like  
 
 

❖ Evidence?

❖ Context - Intervention - Mechanism - Outcomes



What

❖ Self-report grades and peer feedback

❖ Video-recording lectures

❖ Online quizzes



Self-report grades and peer feedback



Self-report grades and peer feedback

❖ Students hand in solutions to homework exercises

❖ I hand out model solutions and  
assessment framework

❖ Students correct their own work,  
and the work of one of their peers

❖ If these grades are too far apart,  
I take a closer look
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Video-recording lectures



Video-recording lectures



Video-recording lectures



Quizzes in lectures

❖ Old exam multiple choice questions

❖ Answer - discuss - answer again

❖ Lets try!





Utrecht Education Incentive Fund



Projects
❖ Communicate! (I and II)

❖ Simulations and  
simulation gaming

❖ Blended learning and learning analytics

❖ Statistics

❖ Thermos: teachers  
monitoring their  
students



Communicate!



Results

❖ Collaboration between (Veterinary) Medicine, Pharmacy 
and Psychology (and…)

❖ >4000 registered users

❖ >1000 scenarios

❖ Startup company DialogueTrainer

❖ Lots of visibility



Statistics

❖ Using the Digital Mathematical Environment (DWO) to 
support education in Statistics

❖ Collaboration with Economy, Social Sciences, Biology, 
Freudenthal Institute

❖ https://youtu.be/rstyIcnT9yE
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Hypothesis Tests





Advantages 

❖ Feedback on individual steps

❖ Students have to create the structure of the argument 
themselves

❖ Feedback on choice and order of steps



Research on technology for feedback













Typical research problems

❖ How can I determine what a student has done when 
working on a task in a digital environment?

❖ How can I give a hint to a student, at any time in the 
solution process?



Typical methods
❖ Parsing, rewriting, normal forms, clustering, strategies, 

heuristics

❖ We use student data to validate our approach, not to 
infer the approach



Conclusions
❖ If you want to make a career largely based on education: 

develop yourself and perform leadership roles

❖ Experiment with teaching innovations, but make sure to keep 
looking for proofs or problems

❖ The Utrecht Education Incentive Fund projects are a great way 
to collaborate with different faculties on teaching innovations

❖ If you’re thinking about digital environments for stepwise 
problem solving, and how to give feedback in such an 
environment, talk to me!


